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below. I described these avalanches in my book. They could not 
get into the head of the Twain River, as proposed, because the 
packs were too heavy for the great snowfields ... they came 
down to the Douglas hut in the Copland just as the weather broke, 
and to civilization after two days' spell over the Copland Pass, with 
their camp, etc., on their backs .... The staging of that camp, 
through 2000 ft. of rough bush and scrub in such a country, means 
more than one realizes until one has done it oneself .... The 
height to be ascended from the bivouac to the summit of Sefton was 
about 6000 ft. 

' The girls had previously done some guideless work together 
including the FooTSTOOL (9073 ft.) and some minor peaks. . . . They 
now propose to tackle La Perouse (10,034 ft.).' 

[Captain H. E. L. Porter comments : ... ' It was certainly a 
splendid feat for three girls. Their route was that of the second 
ascent of Sefton in December, 1909, by our members L. M. Earle 
and Captain Head with Alec Graham and Clarke,2 repeat ed by Sam 
Turner in 1912.3 ... but that does not detract from the merit of 
the performance .... Miss du Faur traversed the mountain, 
ascending by FitzGerald's route and descending by Earle's, in bad 
weather 4 ••• it being difficult to strike the correct point to ]eave 
the neve from above without a track to direct one .... The whole 
valley is horribly isolated and almost as liable to storms as the 
Hooker.'] 

Mr. Harper adds that the season in New Zealand has been unique. 
No rain or snow inN ovember or December, and less snow lying about 
than ever known at the time of the year. He goes into camp on the 
Godley Glacier to celebrate his 75th birthday. 

CAUCASUS NOTES. 

THE French expedition to the Caucasus in August 1933 (of which a 
brief account was given in ' A.J.' 46, 221-4, and a fuller narrative in 
La Montagne, May, 1934, pp. 162-188) is of special interest to 
British mountaineers because its work was done in a region which 
was first explored by our countrymen, and which is hallowed in our 
memories by the disappearance of W. F. Donkin and H. Fox (with 
Johann Fischer and K. Streich) on Koshtantau in 1888, and by the 
romantic discovery of the site of their last bivouac by the search 
party of 1889. It seems, therefore, worth while to corTect some 
errors and confusions which have crept into the summary account 
of the expedition published in the JouRNA.L. . 

It may be convenient to recall that Donkin and Fox in August 
1888 camped at the lower end of the Ullu-auz Glacier, and after 

. 
2 A.J. 25, 184. 3 Ibid. 38, 15. 4 Ibid. 
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failing in an attempt to climb Koshtantau by its N. arete (reached 
via the Mishirgi Pass), crossed the Ullu -auz Pass, bivouacked in the 
rocks below it on the S. side, and in all probability peiished in an 
attempt to t raverse the S. slopes of the formidable E . arete of 
Koshtantau. M. Lagarde and his companions camped at practically 
the same spot at the foot of the Ullu-auz Glacier, ascended to the 
Ullu-auz Pass, and thence climbed four peaks all first ascents
on the lofty ridge called in Freshfield's map the Kashtan Crest, 
which runs N.E. from the Ul1~-auz Pass and separates the Ullu-auz 
Glacier on the N.W. from the Tiutiun and Ghertui glaciers on the 
S.E. Then while two members of the party effected the first ascent 
of a fifth peak further along this ridge, the other two made a gallant 
assault (via the Mishirgi Pass) on the N. arete of Koshtantau, which 
was unfortunately frustrated by an accident, luckily without grave 
consequences. 

Now in the first place the first peak climbed by the French party, 
which is called by them (as it is on Merzbacher's map) Tiutiun 
Bashi, is not, as stated in' A.J. ' Zoe. cit., p. 222, Freshfield's Tiutiun
tau, but is the highest point (S.W. end) of Freshfield's Kashtan 
Crest 'accessible from the illlu-auz Pass, a fine view-point.' It 
rises to the N.E. of the neve of the upper Tiutiun Glacier, a little · 
S.E. of the Ullu-auz Pass. I t is, in fact, the 'point 2133' (i .e. 2133 
sashines) which figures so frequently in the narratives of the 1889 
search party (see, e.g. the sketch in ' A.J.' 15, 37, where the mountain 
is shown with two well-marked summjts, as Lagarde found it to be, 
cf. his photo in La Montagne, p . 175, the slopes on the right -hand side 
of which go down to the Ullu-auz Glacier, those on the left to the 
Tiutiun Glacier) . The sashine is 7 ft., so the height is 14,931 ft . 
Merzbacher's map, Lagarde's narrative and his sketch map (La 
Montagne, p. 167) give 4551 metres, which also 14,931 ft., so is 
obviously taken from the same source, no doubt the Russian 1 verst 
map. Freshfield (Exploration of Caucasus, II. , p. 261) gives 14,860 ft. 
as the height ; as this is the equivalent of 2123 sashines, it looks like 
a mistake of 2 for 3 in the height taken from the 1 verst map. 

Freshfield's Tiuti11ntau, 15,113 ft., is another peak altogether. 
He says of it, 'S.W. of the neve (sc. of the upper Tiut iun Glacier) 
stands a fine snow peak (15,113 ft.) , which partially masks Kosh
tantau from many points near Karaul.' This· is the imposing 
mountain conspicuous to the left (S.) of Koshtantau in many views 
from the E. or S.E. See Woolley's beautiful photo 'A.J. ' 15, 173, 
or Exploration of Caucasus, II. , p. 73, or Freshfield's remarkably 
accurate sketch of the panorama from the Shtuluvsek pass (Central 
Caucasus, p. 380). In Sella's great panorama from Fytnargyn 
(Exploration of Caucasus, II., end) it stands right in front of Kosh
tantau and hides much of its S. side, while ' point 2133 ' is visible 
behind it to the right. Lagarde noticed this fine peak on the ascent 
of his Tiutiun Bashi (which stands N.E. of the Tiutiun neve) . ' De 
!'autre cote du glacier du Tiutiun, que nous dominions, s'elevait 
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vers le Sud une montagne tres haute et tres belle, flanquee de grands 
glaciers suspendus, d'ou les avalanches s'ecroulaient sans arret. 
Elle n'est pas marquee sur les cartes et elle n'a point de nom. Sa 
conquete, qui sera dure, reste encore a faire.' It is true that the 
mountain is not marked or named on the easily accessible maps 
(Merzbacher, Freshfield, Lagarde's sketch map), but its height is 
presumably given on the 1 verst map (15,113 ft. 2159 sashines), its 
ridges are clearly laid down on Merzbacher's map, and it is certainly 
Freshfield's Tiutiuntau. Strangely neglected hitherto, it is perhaps 
the finest, if not quite the highest, of the remaining virgin peaks of the 

Photo, French Expedition.] 

TIUTIUNTAU, WITH AILAMA BEHIND 
SHOWING OVER TIUTIUN GAP. 

Caucasus. It must be left 
to Caucasian experts to de
cide whether the two names 
Tiutiun Bashi and Tiutiun
tau can properly be used for 
two different but neighbour
ing summits. 

Second 1 y, Lagarde's 
' Gortii Pass' is nowhere 
near Freshfield's ' Tiutiun 
Gap,' which is tentatively 
suggested in the' A.J.' sum
mary as the same pass. The · 
latter is between Fresh
field's Tiutiuntau (see above) 
and the S. ridge of Kosh
tantau, and if practicable 
would lead from the head 
(W.) of the Tiutiun Glacier 
to the Khrumkoll Glacier. 
As C. T. Dent judged(' ... L\...J.' 
15, 36), that it would require 
at least 5 hours step-cutting, 

and as the descent might be equally arduous, Freshfield's 'not to 
be recommended' (Exploration of Caucasus, II., p. 261) is probably 
good advice. Lagarde's ' Gortii Pass ' is far away along the 
Kashtan Crest (between the third and fourth of the peaks climbed 
by the French party), and leads from the S.E. side of the Ullu-auz 
Glacier to the Gortii (otherwise Ghertui) Glacier. 

Lastly comes a more serious confusion (Zoe. cit., p. 223, middle of 
page, and note 5) between the great passes E. and N. of Koshtantau. 
In a note in 'A.J.' 46, 454, attention is called to this by D. L. B., 
who, however, unfortunately falls into some mistakes himself. 
He is right in pointing out that it was not the Mishirgi, but the 
Ullu-auz Pass which Donkin and Fox crossed fr.om the N. in 1888, 
and [some of] the search party reached from the S. in 1889, and 
which the French party reached from the N. for the second time. 
Also, as he says, the crossings of the Mishirgi Pass are from E. and W., 
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but the first ascent of it was by Donkin and Fox from the E., followed 
45 years later by the French party. The first and only ascent from 
the W. was by Merkl's party in 1929 (' A.J.' 42, 103). The refer
ence to the Sellas as having reached the pass is based upon a 
misunderstanding of the note in E xplo1·ation of Caucasus, II., p. 261. 
vVhat the Sellas did was to ascend the W. and N.W. bays of the 
Ullu-auz Glacier on their way to Ullu-auz Bashi (which they 
climbed). They thus passed the Mishirgi Pass, which, however, 
remained far above them on their left (W.). 

The accompanying photo (courteously lent by the French party) 
shows · Tiutiuntau as seen from the Ullu-auz Pass across the deep 
basin of the Tiutiun Glacier . The deep cleft on the right of it is 
Fresh:field's Tiutiun Gap, and the distant peak behind the gap is 
Ailama. The other side of the gap is seen on Woolley's photo 
(' A.J.' 15, 176), marked by the letter ' b.' The rock tower there 
shown to the left of' b 'is that on the right of the gap in the present 
view. Woolley' s original photograph (of which he gave me a 
copy) includes Tiutiuntau itself, towering up to the rjght of 'b ' 
as a splendid peak, which on this S.W. side is all steep rock. 

E. H. STEVENS. 
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